
UBAN CREEK ENCOURAGES PUBLIC TO SAVE 
DEMOCRACY BY BUYING EBOOKS

Amsterdam, N.Y. — September 21, 2020

Uban Creek Books has cut the price of its ebook A Vote For Jesus to just $2.99 until after 
Election Day to help with the mail-in ballot crunch.

Uban Creek Books is seeking readers willing to help the Post Office save democracy by 
only purchasing ebooks, thus reducing the total amount of mailed items postal workers have to handle. The 
company hopes this simple action will allow the Post Office to deliver millions of mailed-in ballots on time.

Yes, the publisher of humor books is taking a decidedly unfunny approach to the expected surge in mail-in 
ballots. And they are putting their money where their mouth is.

Uban Creek is reducing the price of their timely political satire A Vote for Jesus: A Satire on Campaigning, 
Corruption & Political Crucifixion to just $2.99 on all ebook 
platforms, including Kindle, Nook, Kobo, and more, to make 
buying ebooks more tempting and affordable.

“We couldn’t let something like this go by,” says the owner of  
Uban Creek Books. “This is the sort of corruption—or at least 
alleged corruption—our best-selling book takes on. So, while 
the Post Office is cutting hours and mail-sorting machines, we’re 
encouraging voters to buy ebooks. We’re honestly treating A Vote 
for Jesus as a do as I do, not as I say moment.”

Ironically, A Vote for Jesus, written  by veteran comic and journalist 
John Briggs, reveals how American elections are subject to dirty 
tricks and immense manipulation. With plotlines ripped straight 
from today’s headlines, the novel sees an honest politician—a 
carpenter from Bethlehem, PA—challenge a crude and corrupt 
oligarch who’ll stop at nothing, including a deal with the devil, to 
hold onto power.

“As Americans, we need to do whatever we can to ensure that 
every vote is counted. In our own small way, we’re doing just that—
but we can always use the help of the reading public.”

A Vote for Jesus currently enjoys a 5-star rating on Amazon and 4.67 rating on Goodreads. Uban Creek Books, 
named after a meandering creek that leads to bigger things, is a small press focused on funny books, gift books, 
and stories about stand-up comedy.

Media requests and author interviews can be arranged at media@ubancreekbooks.com
Our press releases can be obtained as pdf files from our website ubancreekbooks.com

The ebook cover of A Vote for Jesus
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